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Not RevisedNot RevisedLast RevisionLast Revision
ARIN XXARIN XXFirst PPM DiscussionFirst PPM Discussion
28 AUG 0728 AUG 07Designated Formal ProposalDesignated Formal Proposal
17 AUG 0717 AUG 07Introduced on PPMLIntroduced on PPML

Proposal Text In Meeting PacketProposal Text In Meeting Packet
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DescriptionDescription

ARIN staff understands that this policy would have IANA ARIN staff understands that this policy would have IANA 
allocate a single /8 to each of the 5 RIRs at the point allocate a single /8 to each of the 5 RIRs at the point 
when the IANA free pool hits 5 /8s.when the IANA free pool hits 5 /8s.

**********************************************************************
AC ShepherdsAC Shepherds

Dan AlexanderDan Alexander
Robert SeastromRobert Seastrom
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PPML Discussion*PPML Discussion*

2233

PeoplePeoplePostsPosts

1 for, none against1 for, none against
Comments:Comments:

““I SUPPORT proposal 2007I SUPPORT proposal 2007--2323……
it buys us a longer window of time it buys us a longer window of time 
at the end to enact whatever final at the end to enact whatever final 
conservation policies we conservation policies we 
choose...choose...””

*Prior to being a formal proposal there 
were 8 posts by 5 people with 2 in 
favor and 1 against.
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Legal Assessment*Legal Assessment*

"These two policies address the same issue, the global policy of"These two policies address the same issue, the global policy of
what allocation should be made and when regarding the last what allocation should be made and when regarding the last 
unissuedunissued IPv4 slash 8's from the IANA. Based on legal IPv4 slash 8's from the IANA. Based on legal 
considerations counsel has serious concerns about the implicatioconsiderations counsel has serious concerns about the implications ns 
of adopting 2007of adopting 2007--18. Counsel does not have similar concerns about 18. Counsel does not have similar concerns about 
20072007--23.23.
20072007--23 describes a policy to allocate equally the last 5 blocs of 23 describes a policy to allocate equally the last 5 blocs of 
unissuedunissued slash 8's, providing one each to each of the 5 RIR's. This is slash 8's, providing one each to each of the 5 RIR's. This is 
a rationing mechanism to allocate the last slash 8's. a rationing mechanism to allocate the last slash 8's. 
20072007--18 describes much more aggressive policy which would 18 describes much more aggressive policy which would 
allocate the last 25 such blocs equally, providing 5 each to eacallocate the last 25 such blocs equally, providing 5 each to each RIR. h RIR. 
The first policy proposal, 2007The first policy proposal, 2007--23, is more consistent with the 23, is more consistent with the 
current legal underpinnings of the RIR system, while 2007current legal underpinnings of the RIR system, while 2007--18 18 
substitutes a new basis of allocation, equality between RIRs, whsubstitutes a new basis of allocation, equality between RIRs, who o 
have very different rates of utilization and need. The substituthave very different rates of utilization and need. The substitution of ion of 
utilizing RIR equality instead of a utilization based allocationutilizing RIR equality instead of a utilization based allocation may may 
have significant legal implications for ARIN. have significant legal implications for ARIN. 

* October 2007
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Legal Assessment (cont.)Legal Assessment (cont.)

Currently, if ARIN is legally challenged about its allocation poCurrently, if ARIN is legally challenged about its allocation policies, licies, 
and the underlying global policy, all current policies are basedand the underlying global policy, all current policies are based in in 
need and utilization. Since the need and utilization. Since the takeuptakeup rate in each RIR is very rate in each RIR is very 
different the allocation policy proposed in 2007different the allocation policy proposed in 2007--18 undermines the 18 undermines the 
current rationale of need and utilization based allocation, and current rationale of need and utilization based allocation, and it is it is 
inconsistent with all prior ARIN and global allocation policies.inconsistent with all prior ARIN and global allocation policies.
Adoption of 2007Adoption of 2007--18 discriminates against the ARIN service region 18 discriminates against the ARIN service region 
and could reduce the amount of IPv4 resources available and and could reduce the amount of IPv4 resources available and 
instead shift these resources to other continents, with less actinstead shift these resources to other continents, with less actual ual 
need than the ARIN region. This will, in my opinion, raise fiducneed than the ARIN region. This will, in my opinion, raise fiduciary iary 
responsibility issues for ARIN's Board, and may lead to counsel responsibility issues for ARIN's Board, and may lead to counsel 
cautioning the Board members regarding adoption of global policycautioning the Board members regarding adoption of global policy
that has an intentionally discriminatory impact against or adverthat has an intentionally discriminatory impact against or adverse to se to 
ARIN's service region."ARIN's service region."
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Staff Comments*Staff Comments*

1.1. Item 3 indicates that the RIRs will project an IANA Item 3 indicates that the RIRs will project an IANA 
exhaustion date. The RIRs do not generally make exhaustion date. The RIRs do not generally make 
projections about address space, and in particular, about projections about address space, and in particular, about 
the IANA pool since they have no control over these the IANA pool since they have no control over these 
resourceresource

2.2. The policy conflicts with the spirit of RFC 2050 in which The policy conflicts with the spirit of RFC 2050 in which 
fairness and efficiency of allocation by IANA to the RIRs is fairness and efficiency of allocation by IANA to the RIRs is 
cited.cited.

3.3. NRPM Change NRPM Change –– Author did not indicate placement in the Author did not indicate placement in the 
NRPM. It would go in to Section 10.NRPM. It would go in to Section 10.

* October 2007
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Implementation Assessment*Implementation Assessment*

Resource Impact: MinimalResource Impact: Minimal
Implementation: After ratification by the ICANN Implementation: After ratification by the ICANN 
Board.Board.
Implementation Requirements:Implementation Requirements:

Guidelines ChangeGuidelines Change
Staff TrainingStaff Training

* October 2007
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Presentation and DiscussionPresentation and Discussion


